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1: The Son of Sobek read online free by Rick Riordan | 22Novels
The Son of Sobek is a short story told by Carter Kane in the paperback version of The Serpent's Shadow with a guest
appearance by Percy Jackson. Rick Riordan announced in February that the sequel would be titled The Staff of Serapis.

Well that was awesome What if when the 7 are closing the doors of death Percy calls Carter and? What if the
future crossover book includes the Norse Mythology kids?! The best end to HoO would be all four
mythologies uniting! Can you just imagine all those awesome characters together..? All the bad guys joining
forces would create the most bad-ass team of villains in history LOKI!!!!!! Also, this includes the first chapter
of HoH so And look at Percy!!!! The gooey form that was my heart can barely wait. It includes an excerpt
from the House of Hades!!!!!!! Rick Riordan is evil. Would you ever do a crossover series with Kane
characters and Percy Jackson characters? It will also be available as an e-single later in the summer. More
details to come. Some day, I might write a full-length novel crossover combining the two worlds, but
remember that each novel takes one year to write, and I have a lot of other books I have to write first! Hang on
to my fangirl heart?! What do I expect? I expect lots of Percyness. I want sarcastic Percyness, as always. I was
waiting for a crossover series.. So what I always imagined was something like Carter and the rest of them
showing up at camp asking about the weird magical activity.. Lets just wait and see. But right now I feel like a
nervous ball of anticipation is knocking around my insides and when I finally get to read the short story, it will
explode and I will die, painfully.
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The Son of Sobek So, yes, it's true. As announced today in Publisher's Weekly Children's Bookshelf, I have written a
crossover story featuring Carter Kane and Percy Jackson.

The Staff of Serapis This article is written from a real world point of view. Plot A giant crocodile has been
terrorizing Long Island , along with other magical disturbances in the area. Carter Kane takes his pet griffin,
Freak , to go survey the area. After settling down on the ground, Carter is left behind as Freak flies away with
his floating boat. Forced to find the monster, Carter goes into a lake to start his search. Suddenly, the crocodile
comes from underwater and swallows Carter whole. Carter plans on using a "word of power" to escape when
the crocodile spits him out after it is jabbed in the rear end by Percy. The crocodile soon runs away. Carter
Kane Carter picks himself up and sees the other teenager in the mud. The boy is wearing an orange T-shirt that
says Camp, but the rest is unreadable. As Carter examines the "camper boy," he soon realizes that he can
clearly see his wand and khopesh , something most mortals are unable to see. He also notices the strange
sword that the teen carries, which is a double edged leaf-shaped blade. Despite meeting almost all magicians
in the North American nomes, Carter has no idea who this person is, only that everything about him seemed
un-Egyptian. Percy then asks Carter if he is a son of Ares as he must be a half-blood of some kind. He also
asks why his sword is all bent, but Carter tells him it is supposed to be like that. Carter accidentally uses the
"Fist of Horus" to cause a fist to knock Percy right out of his shoes and into the swamp. Carter instantly rushes
over, thinking he might have killed Percy, but is hit in retaliation by a huge wave of water. Percy also asks if
he is an escaped spirit from the Doors of Death or if the monster was his pet and Carter was just trying to find
it. The two form a truce so that they can go after the crocodile, as it has been terrorizing Long Island for weeks
now. The two also introduce each other, eventually revealing their names. Percy Jackson They eventually find
the crocodile terrorizing a small cul-de-sac with a few kids spraying the monster with water guns and hitting it
with water balloons. Percy tells Carter to distract the crocodile so that he could get it. Carter makes a large
avatar of Horus around himself which Percy calls a giant glowing chicken-man and attacks the monster. Percy
creates a massive whirlpool in the center of the cul-de-sac using the water generated by the crocodile. The
crocodile is swept up in it and Carter manages to make it to the necklace. As Percy begins to tire, Carter
finally manages to remove it and the crocodile returns to its original form; that of a baby crocodile. Percy and
Carter run off with the baby crocodile after hearing some cop cars approaching. Resting at a nearby diner,
Percy and Carter watch the news, as they report that a freak sewer incident had destroyed the homes in the
cul-de-sac. Carter and Percy wonder if someone is trying to bring them together to cause trouble and agree to
keep their respective worlds a secret from each other until the time is right.
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(The Demigod Diaries and the graphic novel of The Lost Hero; the Percy Jackson-Kane Chronicles Crossover Stories:
The Son of Sobek, The Staff of Serapis and The Crown of Ptolemy are collected in Demigods & Magicians.

Sobek pledges his loyalty to Ra, but Ra is aware that Sobek would eat him if he could. Carter suspects he was
either trying to suck up to Ra or make him feel worse. Sobek then charges into battle against Apophis with Ra
and Bes , joining Bast who is already fighting him. When the gods exile themselves from the Earth except for
Anubis , Sobek goes with them. Personality Sobek recognizes strength first and foremost. As such, he respects
those who have proven their might. Sobek has a predatorial nature, hunting those that he deems to be weak.
He may be somewhat cruel, but Sobek proves his ultimate loyalty to Ra in the final battle with Apophis.
Appearance Sobek was a man with light-green skin and the head of a crocodile. He has black shoulder-length
hair done in plaits and bull horns. He carries a flagpole-sized staff and wears a green-armored, reptile-skin kilt.
His eyes are covered in a film of green mucus. He constantly sweats buckets of water from which is rumored
to create the rivers of the world. Abilities Sobek has all the standard abilities of an Egyptian god and is very
powerful. Sobek is also very proficient at water magic and, like Nephthys , is unaffected by running water,
contrary to the other gods. As the God of Water, he has absolute control and divine authority over water. As
the God of Crocodiles, he can command many giant crocodiles to aid him in combat. He is also very good at
fighting, excelling at battle with his staff. He can also use combat magic, which is a twenty-five-feet-tall green
battle avatar with the head of a crocodile. Sobek can also fully transform into an enormous crocodile or a
green-skinned human.
4: The Son of Sobek (Percy Jackson & Kane Chronicles Crossover, book 1) by Rick Riordan
Carter Kane, meet Percy Jackson, Greek demigod and son of Poseidon. After an initial scuffle involving the Fist of
Horus and a tidal wave of swamp water, Carter and Percy combine their powers, remove the magical gold necklace
around the monster's neck, and shrink the beast back to size.

5: The Crossover Stories: The Son of Sobek, by Rick Riordan
The Son of Sobek (Percy Jackson & Kane Chronicles Crossover #1) Carter Kane is investigating rumored sightings of a
monster on Long Island when he runs into something else: a mysterious boy named Percy Jackson.

6: Rick Riordan - The Son Of Sobek
Title- The Son of Sobek Rick Riordan Author - Rick Riordan; Pages - 35; Available Formats - PDF. Short Description of
Book - Carter Kane is investigating rumored sightings of a monster on Long Island when he runs into something else: a
mysterious boy named Percy Jackson.

7: The Son of Sobek | Riordan Wiki | FANDOM powered by Wikia
This feature is not available right now. Please try again later.

8: The Son of Sobek by Rick Riordan
The Son of Sobek is a fantasy short story written by Rick Rioh the paperback version of The Serpent's Shadow on May
7, and as a single e-book on June 18, On April 5, , it was released as the first of three short stories in a hardcover novel
entitled Demigods and Magicians: Percy and Annabeth Meet the Kanes.
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9: The Son of Sobek read online free by Rick Riordan
Rick Riordan is the creator of the award-winning, bestselling Percy Jackson series and the thrilling Kane Chronicles
series. According to Rick, the idea for the Percy Jackson stories.
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